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Thank you Mr Mayor and Adam,Good Morning everyone, and thank you Robert for the opportunity on this panel today. My name John Reeves – 6yrs @ EBDG, and before that 23 years in USCG Naval Engineering and Cutter Operations.



Elliott Bay Design Group
• Naval Architecture / Marine Engineering company based in Seattle, WA

• Wide-range of experience  
▫ Vehicle & passenger ferries
▫ Fishing vessels 
▫ Research & workboats
▫ Tugs & barges 
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Established in 1987 with the purchase of the assets of Nickum and Spaulding Associates, a Seattle naval architecture firm with a history dating back to 1936This heritage includes designing the eight original vessels in the Alaska Marine Highway System, the two IFA ferries, five of the BC Ferries and eleven vessels for WSF. Leading in nation in electrification of large passenger-vehicle ferries.



Energy Density
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Spear Lithium-Ion NMC Rack, 124kWh

3 Gallons of Diesel, 124kWh
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Adam just discussed all the benefits and options for propulsion electrification.  All good, so why isn’t it on every vessel? Weight and volume.What does this mean for those considering electric vessels in general, and for our focus ferries in particular/Limited range, route and speed profiles, charging infrastructure, and vessel impacts that we’ll discuss. Battery technology is continuously improving, but this is still the greatest impact of electrification efforts.



What does Electrification Impact?
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That size and weight comparison just discussed, results in several impacts to the vessel design.  Increased weight, initially just from the ESS itself (some fuel offset, but not completelyIncreased volume, and the added weight means the vessel must be bigger, which itself increases weight.Heavier/bigger vessel requires more power to move (although some smaller vessels can effectively employ things like foil and carbon fiber construction)That increased power can be somewhat offset by reduced speed, exponential at the higher end of speed range, but service speed is frequently a high priorityPropulsion weight can be offset by reduced deadweight of cargo and passengers, but again high priority and reason for the vessel existence.Increased Generally volume for larger vessels can be accommodated in hull, with reduction in fuel, but implications for Tonnage which affects the regulatory environment and crewing requirements.Lastly, is the requirement for energy transfer: long or short layovers, high or low power transfer, capability of supporting grid, peak and high rate energy charges, option for shoreside energy storage.While I would say the regulatory environment is fairly well understood, there are fine tuning to be experienced and application within MSC and OCMIs to be considered.As our focus is on Electrification, I have not really discussed alternative fuels, but that is another area that can be pursued for longer endurance than current battery technology enables. But note cutting edge nature and uncertain regulatory regime still being defined. Each vessel, each operating scenario is unique. You need to evaluate the route profile, the shoreside infrastructure, capital costs, operating costs, emissions, and regulatory mandates that may impact the propulsion selection process. Generally a more expensive vessel to build in the beginning, but you gain monetary and non-monetary benefits over the course of the service life. We work with our customers to understand the key priorities that will drive their decisions. 
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